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Here comes
summer

l Summer buys – PG
Live and Pulse have
their own niches

…but is it a good time for a trade
fair? Henri Davis examines the
logic behind expecting retailers to
attend shows in the summer.
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S WE head into summer,
almost regardless of which
sector you work in there are
still plenty of trade fairs to
visit – but is there any point in a
retailer visiting shows at this time of
year and which buyers are they useful
for?

‘

Here the starting point should be to review the
visitor lists from previous years, then ask any current
exhibitors you know who they expect to attend, and
check if other companies that you’d want to be at a
show with are exhibiting.
Think about whether these visitors are the type of
outlets you want to stock your products, will they sit
well and fell right alongside the rest of the store’s
offer, and are your retail prices right
for them. If not, don’t exhibit.
Retailers can run a similar
exercise, check out who’s there via
the exhibitor lists beforehand and
save your time and money if there’s
no one you really want to see – of
course, if you’re after completely
new suppliers, then it’s a good thing
if there are more exhibitors you
don’t already know.
Regardless of the type of show,
the number of orders being placed at
the actual has dropped significantly
over the last 10 years, for most
exhibitors this doesn’t mean shows
aren’t worth attending as it reflects
the change in the way buyers behave.
Those from large retailers are unlikely to be able to
place an order without referring back to colleagues, they
may also not be looking to stock the products for several
months so are on a scouting mission to see what’s out in the
market and the suppliers to talk to later in the year when
they are ready to do that specific piece of range work.
When suppliers talk to buyers, a critical question is

It’s vital
exhibitors
understand
when buyers
are looking to
buy stock for

Which retailers visit which show
is influenced by the design and
price point of the products being
exhibited, as products that are very
on trend, design-led and have
higher price points will
understandably attract a very
different retailer from a trade fair
selling volume products that are
mass produced.
Both have their place and are
equally valuable to the different
retailer types but as an exhibitor and
visitor it’s critical to understand that
and select your events accordingly.
Exhibitors don’t need me to tell
them how expensive it is – it’s not just the stand costs,
there’s transporting stock and displays, probably some
accommodation charges and you should factor in the
time people will spend on the stand rather than
generating sales through other means.
They have to be sure it’s going to be a good use of
their time and money, so it’s a good idea to work out if
a show is going to attract the right sort of buyers.
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to ask when they are looking to review their range
– understanding this is invaluable for future planning so
you know when to call, send samples and follow up.
These days I believe exhibitors can’t measure the
success of a show purely by the value of orders taken.
It’s great if everyone is clamouring to place orders and
you know you’ve covered your costs, but the quality
of contacts made and information gleaned about the
market, competitors and future events are worthy
reasons to attend fairs.
As a buyer, I find trade shows do many jobs – they
help me identify trends and new ideas in design and
manufacturing technologies, remind me of products
and suppliers I’ve forgotten about who can offer stock
that’s now relevant, they help me find product at short
notice if I’ve been let down by a supplier, and if I’m
starting on a new product area it allows me to begin to
understand the various supply options and talk to
suppliers about manufacturing processes.
In terms of timing, it’s almost impossible for show
organisers to pick dates that suit all retailers, so it’s
vital exhibitors understand when buyers are looking to
buy stock for. Those working for larger businesses and
the multiples are buying a long way in advance while
independents can often be more flexible and may be
buying stock to go on sale in the next few weeks.
As I write this, I’ve just come back from PG Live.
As an annual specialist event this is a good example of
show timing, it’s less likely to be about a particularly
good time for buyers to buy with spring seasons over
and with everyday ranges out in full and selling, it’s
certainly not focused on Christmas.
I would suggest the timing is as much geared
around when the exhibitors and buyers will be
available to be there given the dates of other relevant
fairs for this sector with Pulse also a late-spring event,
and there’s the London Stationery Show too.
Whatever the time of year, there’s always plenty to
be found with The Art Group’s new Designers Guild
range sticking in my mind from PG Live, especially
the cream embossed wedding card.
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